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Chapter 1 Radar Fundamentals 

1.1. Radar Classifications

The word radar is an abbreviation for RAdio Detection And Ranging. In
general, radar systems use modulated waveforms and directive antennas to
transmit electromagnetic energy into a specific volume in space to search for
targets. Objects (targets) within a search volume will reflect portions of this
energy (radar returns or echoes) back to the radar. These echoes are then pro-
cessed by the radar receiver to extract target information such as range, veloc-
ity, angular position, and other target identifying characteristics.

Radars can be classified as ground based, airborne, spaceborne, or ship
based radar systems. They can also be classified into numerous categories
based on the specific radar characteristics, such as the frequency band, antenna
type, and waveforms utilized. Another classification is concerned with the
mission and/or the functionality of the radar. This includes: weather, acquisi-
tion and search, tracking, track-while-scan, fire control, early warning, over
the horizon, terrain following, and terrain avoidance radars. Phased array
radars utilize phased array antennas, and are often called multifunction (multi-
mode) radars. A phased array is a composite antenna formed from two or more
basic radiators. Array antennas synthesize narrow directive beams that may be
steered, mechanically or electronically. Electronic steering is achieved by con-
trolling the phase of the electric current feeding the array elements, and thus
the name phased arrays is adopted. 

Radars are most often classified by the types of waveforms they use, or by
their operating frequency. Considering the waveforms first, radars can be
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Continuous Wave (CW) or Pulsed Radars (PR). CW radars are those that con-
tinuously emit electromagnetic energy, and use separate transmit and receive
antennas. Unmodulated CW radars can accurately measure target radial veloc-
ity (Doppler shift) and angular position. Target range information cannot be
extracted without utilizing some form of modulation. The primary use of
unmodulated CW radars is in target velocity search and track, and in missile
guidance. Pulsed radars use a train of pulsed waveforms (mainly with modula-
tion). In this category, radar systems can be classified on the basis of the Pulse
Repetition Frequency (PRF), as low PRF, medium PRF, and high PRF radars.
Low PRF radars are primarily used for ranging where target velocity (Doppler
shift) is not of interest. High PRF radars are mainly used to measure target
velocity. Continuous wave as well as pulsed radars can measure both target
range and radial velocity by utilizing different modulation schemes. 

Table 1.1 has the radar classifications based on the operating frequency. 

High Frequency (HF) radars utilize the electromagnetic waves’ reflection off
the ionosphere to detect targets beyond the horizon. Some examples include
the United States Over The Horizon Backscatter (U.S. OTH/B) radar which
operates in the frequency range of , the U.S. Navy Relocatable
Over The Horizon Radar (ROTHR), see Fig. 1.1, and the Russian Woodpecker
radar. Very High Frequency (VHF) and Ultra High Frequency (UHF) bands are
used for very long range Early Warning Radars (EWR). Some examples
include the Ballistic Missile Early Warning System (BMEWS) search and
track monopulse radar which operates at  (Fig. 1.2), the Perimeter
and Acquisition Radar (PAR) which is a very long range multifunction phased

TABLE 1.1. Radar frequency bands.

Letter 
designation Frequency (GHz)

New band designation 
(GHz)

HF 0.003 - 0.03 A

VHF 0.03 - 0.3 A<0.25; B>0.25

UHF 0.3 - 1.0 B<0.5; C>0.5

L-band 1.0 - 2.0 D

S-band 2.0 - 4.0 E<3.0; F>3.0

C-band 4.0 - 8.0 G<6.0; H>6.0

X-band 8.0 - 12.5 I<10.0; J>10.0

Ku-band 12.5 - 18.0 J

K-band 18.0 - 26.5 J<20.0; K>20.0

Ka-band 26.5 - 40.0 K

MMW Normally >34.0 L<60.0; M>60.0

5 28MHZ–

245MHz
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array radar, and the early warning PAVE PAWS multifunction UHF phased
array radar. Because of the very large wavelength and the sensitivity require-
ments for very long range measurements, large apertures are needed in such
radar systems. 

 Figure 1.1. U. S. Navy Over The Horizon Radar. Photograph obtained 
via the Internet.

 Figure 1.2. Fylingdales BMEWS - United Kingdom. Photograph 
obtained via the Internet.
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Radars in the L-band are primarily ground based and ship based systems that
are used in long range military and air traffic control search operations. Most
ground and ship based medium range radars operate in the S-band. For exam-
ple, the Airport Surveillance Radar (ASR) used for air traffic control, and the
ship based U.S. Navy AEGIS (Fig. 1.3) multifunction phased array are S-band
radars. The Airborne Warning And Control System (AWACS) shown in Fig.
1.4 and the National Weather Service Next Generation Doppler Weather Radar
(NEXRAD) are also S-band radars. However, most weather detection radar
systems are C-band radars. Medium range search and fire control military
radars and metric instrumentation radars are also C-band.

 Figure 1.3. U. S. Navy AEGIS. Photograph obtained via the Internet.

 Figure 1.4. U. S. Air Force AWACS. Photograph obtained via the Internet.
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The X-band is used for radar systems where the size of the antenna consti-
tutes a physical limitation; this includes most military multimode airborne
radars. Radar systems that require fine target detection capabilities and yet can-
not tolerate the atmospheric attenuation of higher frequency bands may also be
X-band. The higher frequency bands (Ku, K, and Ka) suffer severe weather
and atmospheric attenuation. Therefore, radars utilizing these frequency bands
are limited to short range applications, such as the police traffic radars, short
range terrain avoidance, and terrain following radars. Milli-Meter Wave
(MMW) radars are mainly limited to very short range Radio Frequency (RF)
seekers and experimental radar systems. 

1.2. Range

Figure 1.5 shows a simplified pulsed radar block diagram. The time control
box generates the synchronization timing signals required throughout the sys-
tem. A modulated signal is generated and sent to the antenna by the modulator/
transmitter block. Switching the antenna between the transmitting and receiv-
ing modes is controlled by the duplexer. The duplexer allows one antenna to be
used to both transmit and receive. During transmission it directs the radar elec-
tromagnetic energy towards the antenna. Alternatively, on reception, it directs
the received radar echoes to the receiver. The receiver amplifies the radar
returns and prepares them for signal processing. Extraction of target informa-
tion is performed by the signal processor block. The target’s range, , is com-
puted by measuring the time delay, ; it takes a pulse to travel the two-way
path between the radar and the target. Since electromagnetic waves travel at
the speed of light, , then 

R
∆t

c 3 108× m sec⁄=

S ignal
p rocesso r

Tim e
C ontro l

Transm itter/
M odulator

S ignal
p rocesso r R eceiver

R

Figure 1.5. A simplified pulsed radar block diagram.
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(1.1)

where  is in meters and  is in seconds. The factor of  is needed to
account for the two-way time delay.

In general, a pulsed radar transmits and receives a train of pulses, as illus-
trated by Fig. 1.6. The Inter Pulse Period (IPP) is , and the pulse width is .
The IPP is often referred to as the Pulse Repetition Interval (PRI). The inverse
of the PRI is the PRF, which is denoted by ,

(1.2)

During each PRI the radar radiates energy only for  seconds and listens for
target returns for the rest of the PRI. The radar transmitting duty cycle (factor)

 is defined as the ratio . The radar average transmitted power is

, (1.3)

where  denotes the radar peak transmitted power. The pulse energy is
.

The range corresponding to the two-way time delay  is known as the radar
unambiguous range, . Consider the case shown in Fig. 1.7. Echo 1 repre-
sents the radar return from a target at range  due to pulse 1. Echo
2 could be interpreted as the return from the same target due to pulse 2, or it
may be the return from a faraway target at range  due to pulse 1 again. In
this case,

(1.4)
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 Figure 1.6.  Train of transmitted and received pulses.
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Clearly, range ambiguity is associated with echo 2. Therefore, once a pulse is
transmitted the radar must wait a sufficient length of time so that returns from
targets at maximum range are back before the next pulse is emitted. It follows
that the maximum unambiguous range must correspond to half of the PRI,

(1.5)

MATLAB Function “pulse_train.m”

The MATLAB function “pulse_train.m” computes the duty cycle, average
transmitted power, pulse energy, and the pulse repetition frequency. It is given
in Listing 1.1 in Section 1.8; its syntax is as follows:

[dt pav ep prf ru] = pulse_train(tau,pri,p_peak)

where

Symbol Description Units Status

tau pulse width seconds input

pri PRI seconds input

p_peak peak power Watts input

dt duty cycle none output

pav average transmitted power Watts output

ep pulse energy Joules output

prf PRF Hz output

ru unambiguous range Km output

transm itted  pulses

received pulses

τ
PRI

pulse  1

∆t

pulse 2

ec ho 1   ec ho  2  

R1
c∆t
2

--------=
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R2
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tim e  o r ran ge
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t 0= t 1 fr⁄=

 Figure 1.7. Illustrating range ambiguity.
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Example 1.1: A certain airborne pulsed radar has peak power ,
and uses two PRFs,  and . What are the required
pulse widths for each PRF so that the average transmitted power is constant
and is equal to ? Compute the pulse energy in each case.

Solution: Since  is constant, then both PRFs have the same duty cycle.
More precisely,

 

The pulse repetition intervals are

It follows that

.   

1.3. Range Resolution

Range resolution, denoted as , is a radar metric that describes its ability
to detect targets in close proximity to each other as distinct objects. Radar sys-
tems are normally designed to operate between a minimum range , and
maximum range . The distance between  and  is divided into

 range bins (gates), each of width ,

(1.6)

Targets separated by at least  will be completely resolved in range, as illus-
trated in Fig. 1.8. Targets within the same range bin can be resolved in cross
range (azimuth) utilizing signal processing techniques.

Pt 10KW=
fr1 10KHz= fr2 30KHz=

1500Watts

Pav

dt
1500

10 103×
-------------------- 0.15= =

T1
1

10 103×
-------------------- 0.1ms= =

T2
1

30 103×
-------------------- 0.0333ms= =

τ1 0.15 T1× 15µs= =

τ2 0.15 T2× 5µs= =

Ep1 Ptτ1 10 103× 15 10 6–×× 0.15Joules= = =

Ep2 P2τ2 10 103× 5 10 6–×× 0.05Joules= = =
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Consider two targets located at ranges  and , corresponding to time
delays  and , respectively. Denote the difference between those two ranges
as :

(1.7)

Now, try to answer the following question: What is the minimum  such
that target 1 at  and target 2 at  will appear completely resolved in range
(different range bins)? In other words, what is the minimum ?

First, assume that the two targets are separated by ,  is the pulse
width. In this case, when the pulse trailing edge strikes target 2 the leading
edge would have traveled backwards a distance , and the returned pulse
would be composed of returns from both targets (i.e., unresolved return), as
shown in Fig. 1.9a. However, if the two targets are at least  apart, then as
the pulse trailing edge strikes the first target the leading edge will start to return
from target 2, and two distinct returned pulses will be produced, as illustrated
by Fig. 1.9b. Thus,  should be greater or equal to . And since the radar
bandwidth  is equal to , then

(1.8)

In general, radar users and designers alike seek to minimize  in order to
enhance the radar performance. As suggested by Eq. (1.8), in order to achieve
fine range resolution one must minimize the pulse width. However, this will
reduce the average transmitted power and increase the operating bandwidth.
Achieving fine range resolution while maintaining adequate average transmit-
ted power can be accomplished by using pulse compression techniques.
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 Figure 1.8. Resolving targets in range and cross range.
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MATLAB Function “range_resolution.m”

The MATLAB function “range_resolution.m” computes range resolution. It
is given in Listing 1.2 in Section 1.8; its syntax is as follows:

[delta_R] = range_resolution(var, indicator)

where

Example 1.2: A radar system with an unambiguous range of 100 Km, and a
bandwidth 0.5 MHz. Compute the required PRF, PRI, , and .

Solution:

  

  

Using the function “range_resolution” yields   

  

.   

1.4. Doppler Frequency

Radars use Doppler frequency to extract target radial velocity (range rate), as
well as to distinguish between moving and stationary targets or objects such as
clutter. The Doppler phenomenon describes the shift in the center frequency of
an incident waveform due to the target motion with respect to the source of
radiation. Depending on the direction of the target’s motion this frequency shift
may be positive or negative. A waveform incident on a target has equiphase
wavefronts separated by , the wavelength. A closing target will cause the
reflected equiphase wavefronts to get closer to each other (smaller wave-
length). Alternatively, an opening or receding target (moving away from the
radar) will cause the reflected equiphase wavefronts to expand (larger wave-
length), as illustrated in Fig. 1.10.

Symbol Description Units Status

var, indicator bandwidth, ‘hz’ Hz, none inputs

var, indicator pulse width, ‘s’ seconds, none inputs

delta_R range resolution meters output

∆R τ

PRF
c

2Ru

--------- 3 108×
2 105×
----------------- 1500 Hz= = =

PRI
1

PRF
----------- 1

1500
------------ 0.6667 ms= = =

∆R
c

2B
------- 3 108×

2 0.5 106××
------------------------------- 300 m= = =

τ 2∆R
c

----------- 2 300×
3 108×
------------------ 2 µs= = =

λ
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Consider a pulse of width  (seconds) incident on a target which is moving
towards the radar at velocity , as shown in Fig. 1.11. Define  as the distance
(in meters) that the target moves into the pulse during the interval , 

 (1.9)

where  is equal to the time span between the pulse leading edge striking the
target and the trailing edge striking the target. Since the pulse is moving at the
speed of light and the trailing edge has moved distance , then

(1.10)

Combining Eq. (1.9) and Eq. (1.10) yields

(1.11)

Now, in  seconds the pulse leading edge has moved in the direction of the
radar a distance ,

(1.12)
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 Figure 1.10. Effect of target motion on the reflected equiphase waveforms.
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Therefore, the reflected pulse width is now  seconds, or  meters,

(1.13)

Substituting Eq. (1.11) and Eq. (1.12) into Eq. (1.13) yields

(1.14)

 (1.15)

(1.16)

In practice, the factor  is often referred to as the time dilation
factor. Notice that if , then . In a similar fashion, one can com-
pute  for an opening target. In this case,

(1.17)

To derive an expression for Doppler frequency, consider the illustration
shown in Fig. 1.12. It takes the leading edge of pulse 2  seconds to travel a
distance  to strike the target. Over the same time interval, the leading
edge of pulse 1 travels the same distance . More precisely, 

(1.18)
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 Figure 1.11. Illustrating the impact of target velocity on a single pulse.
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 Figure 1.12. Illustration of target motion effects on the radar pulses.
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(1.19)

solving for  yields

(1.20)

(1.21)

The reflected pulse spacing is now  and the new PRF is , where

(1.22)

It follows that the new PRF is related to the original PRF by

(1.23)

However, since the number of cycles does not change, the frequency of the
reflected signal will go up by the same factor. Denoting the new frequency by

, it follows

(1.24)

where  is the carrier frequency of the incident signal. The Doppler frequency
 is defined as the difference . More precisely,

(1.25)

but since  and , then

(1.26)

Eq. (1.26) indicates that the Doppler shift is proportional to the target velocity,
and thus, one can extract  from range rate and vice versa. 

The result in Eq. (1.26) can also be derived using the following approach:
Fig. 1.13 shows a closing target with velocity . Let  refer to the range at
time  (time reference), then the range to the target at any time  is

(1.27)
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The signal received by the radar is then given by

(1.28)

where  is the transmitted signal, and

(1.29)

Substituting Eq. (1.29) into Eq. (1.28) and collecting terms yield

(1.30)

the constant phase  is

(1.31)

Define the compression or scaling factor  by

(1.32)

Note that for a receding target the scaling factor is . Using Eq.
(1.32) we can rewrite Eq. (1.30) as

(1.33)

Eq. (1.33) is a time-compressed version of the returned signal from a stationary
target ( ). Hence, based on the scaling property of the Fourier transform,
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Figure 1.13. Closing target with velocity v.
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the spectrum of the received signal will be expanded in frequency by a factor
of . 

Consider the special case when

(1.34)

where  is the radar center frequency in radians per second. The received
signal  is then given by

(1.35)

The Fourier transform of Eq. (1.35) is

(1.36)

where for simplicity the effects of the constant phase  have been ignored in
Eq. (1.36). Therefore, the band pass spectrum of the received signal is now
centered at  instead of . The difference between the two values corre-
sponds to the amount of Doppler shift incurred due to the target motion,

 (1.37)

 is the Doppler frequency in radians per second. Substituting the value of 
in Eq. (1.37) and using  yield

(1.38)

which is the same as Eq. (1.26). It can be shown that for a receding target the
Doppler shift is . This is illustrated in Fig. 1.14. 
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Figure 1.14. Spectra of radar received signal.
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In both Eq. (1.38) and Eq. (1.26) the target radial velocity with respect to the
radar is equal to , but this is not always the case. In fact, the amount of Dop-
pler frequency depends on the target velocity component in the direction of the
radar (radial velocity). Fig. 1.15 shows three targets all having velocity : tar-
get 1 has zero Doppler shift; target 2 has maximum Doppler frequency as
defined in Eq. (1.38). The amount of Doppler frequency due to target 3 is

, where  is the radial velocity; and  is the total angle
between the radar line of sight and the target.

Thus, a more general expression for  that accounts for the total angle
between the radar and the target is

(1.39)

and for an opening target

(1.40)

where . The angles  and  are, respectively, the ele-
vation and azimuth angles; see Fig. 1.16.

Example 1.3: Compute the Doppler frequency measured by the radar shown
in the figure below.

v

v

fd 2v θcos λ⁄= v θcos θ

θ
v v

v

Figure 1.15. Target 1 generates zero Doppler. Target 2 generates 

 maximum Doppler. Target 3 is in-between. 
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Solution: The relative radial velocity between the radar and the target is
. Thus using Eq. (1.38), we get

  

Similarly, if the target were opening the Doppler frequency is

.   

    

 MATLAB Function “doppler_freq.m”

The function “doppler_freq.m” computes Doppler frequency. It is given in
Listing 1.3 in Section 1.8; its syntax is as follows:

[fd, tdr] = doppler_freq(freq, ang, tv, indicator)

where

Symbol Description Units Status

freq radar operating frequency Hz input

ang aspect angle degrees input

tv target velocity m/sec input

indicator 1 for closing target, 0 otherwise none input

fd Doppler frequency Hz output

tdr time dilation factor ratio none output

v

θa θe

 Figure 1.16.  Radial velocity is proportional to the azimuth and elevation angles.
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1.5. Coherence

A radar is said to be coherent if the phase of any two transmitted pulses is
consistent, i.e., there is a continuity in the signal phase from one pulse to the
next, as illustrated in Fig. 1.17a. One can view coherence as the radar’s ability
to maintain an integer multiple of wavelengths between the equiphase wave-
front from the end of one pulse to the equiphase wavefront at the beginning of
the next pulse, as illustrated by Fig. 1.17b. Coherency can be achieved by
using a STAble Local Oscillator (STALO). A radar is said to be coherent-on-
receive or quasi-coherent if it stores in its memory a record of the phases of all
transmitted pulses. In this case, the receiver phase reference is normally the
phase of the most recent transmitted pulse.

Coherence also refers to the radar’s ability to accurately measure (extract)
the received signal phase. Since Doppler represents a frequency shift in the
received signal, then only coherent or coherent-on-receive radars can extract
Doppler information. This is because the instantaneous frequency of a signal is
proportional to the time derivative of the signal phase. More precisely,

(1.41)

where  is the instantaneous frequency, and  is the signal phase.

 For example, consider the following signal:

(1.42)

where the scaling factor  is defined in Eq. (1.32), and  is a constant phase.
It follows that the instantaneous frequency of  is

fi
1

2π
------

td
d φ t( )=

fi φ t( )

x t( ) γω0t ψ0–( )cos=

γ ψ0
x t( )

in teger m ultip le  o f λ

pulse  n+ 1 pulse  n

d istance

λ λ

(a)

(b )

 

                                        

 Figure 1.17. (a) Phase continuity between consecutive pulses. (b) M aintain ing an  
integer m ultiple o f w avelengths betw een the equ iphase w avefronts 
of any tw o successive  pu lses guarantees coherency.   
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(1.43)

where . Substituting Eq. (1.32) into Eq. (1.43) yields

(1.44)

where the relation  is utilized. Note that the second term of the most
right-hand side of Eq. (1.44) is a Doppler shift.

1.6. The Radar Equation

Consider a radar with an omni directional antenna (one that radiates energy
equally in all directions). Since these kinds of antennas have a spherical radia-
tion pattern, we can define the peak power density (power per unit area) at any
point in space as

(1.45)

The power density at range  away from the radar (assuming a lossless propa-
gation medium) is

(1.46)

where  is the peak transmitted power and  is the surface area of a
sphere of radius . Radar systems utilize directional antennas in order to
increase the power density in a certain direction. Directional antennas are usu-
ally characterized by the antenna gain  and the antenna effective aperture

. They are related by

 (1.47)

where  is the wavelength. The relationship between the antenna’s effective
aperture  and the physical aperture  is

(1.48)

 is referred to as the aperture efficiency, and good antennas require .
In this book we will assume, unless otherwise noted, that  and  are the
same. We will also assume that antennas have the same gain in the transmitting
and receiving modes. In practice,  is widely accepted.

fi γf0=

ω0 2πf0=

fi f0 1
2v
c

------+ 
  f0

2v
λ
------+= =

c λf=

PD
Peak transmitted power

area of a sphere
-------------------------------------------------------------------=

watts

m
2

--------------

R

PD

Pt

4πR
2

-------------=

Pt 4πR
2

R

G
Ae

Ae
Gλ2

4π
----------=

λ
Ae A

Ae ρA
0 ρ 1≤ ≤

=

ρ ρ 1→
A Ae

ρ 0.7=
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The power density at a distance  away from a radar using a directive
antenna of gain  is then given by

(1.49)

When the radar radiated energy impinges on a target, the induced surface cur-
rents on that target radiate electromagnetic energy in all directions. The amount
of the radiated energy is proportional to the target size, orientation, physical
shape, and material, which are all lumped together in one target-specific
parameter called the Radar Cross Section (RCS) and is denoted by . 

The radar cross section is defined as the ratio of the power reflected back to
the radar to the power density incident on the target,

(1.50)

where  is the power reflected from the target. Thus, the total power deliv-
ered to the radar signal processor by the antenna is 

(1.51)

substituting the value of  from Eq. (1.47) into Eq. (1.51) yields

(1.52)

Let  denote the minimum detectable signal power. It follows that the
maximum radar range  is

(1.53)

Eq. (1.53) suggests that in order to double the radar maximum range, one must
increase the peak transmitted power  sixteen times; or equivalently, one
must increase the effective aperture four times.

In practical situations the returned signals received by the radar will be cor-
rupted with noise, which introduces unwanted voltages at all radar frequencies.
Noise is random in nature and can be described by its Power Spectral Density
(PSD) function. The noise power  is a function of the radar operating band-
width, . More precisely

R
G

PD

PtG

4πR
2

-------------=

σ

σ
Pr

PD

------ m
2=

Pr

PDr

PtGσ

4πR
2( )

2
-------------------- Ae=

Ae

PDr

PtG
2λ2σ

4π( )3R
4

----------------------=
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Rmax

Rmax

PtG
2λ2σ

4π( )3Smin
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  1 4⁄

=

Pt

N
B
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(1.54)

The input noise power to a lossless antenna is

(1.55)

where  is Boltzman’s constant, and
 is the effective noise temperature in degree Kelvin. It is always desirable

that the minimum detectable signal ( ) be greater than the noise power. The
fidelity of a radar receiver is normally described by a figure of merit called the
noise figure  (see Appendix A for details). The noise figure is defined as

(1.56)

 and  are, respectively, the Signal to Noise Ratios (SNR) at the
input and output of the receiver.  is the input signal power,  is the input
noise power,  and  are, respectively, the output signal and noise power.
Substituting Eq. (1.55) into Eq. (1.56) and rearranging terms yield

(1.57)

Thus, the minimum detectable signal power can be written as 

(1.58)

The radar detection threshold is set equal to the minimum output SNR,
. Substituting Eq. (1.58) in Eq. (1.53) gives

(1.59)

or equivalently,

(1.60)

Radar losses denoted as  reduce the overall SNR, and hence 

(1.61)

Although it may take on many different forms, Eq. (1.61) is what is widely
known as the Radar Equation. It is a common practice to perform calculations

N Noise PSD B×=

Ni kTeB=
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associated with the radar equation using decibel (dB) arithmetic. A review is
presented in Appendix B. 

MATLAB Function “radar_eq.m”

The function “radar_eq.m” implements Eq. (1.61); it is given in Listing 1.4
in Section 1.8. The outputs are either SNR in dB or range in Km where a dif-
ferent input setting is used for each case. The syntax is as follows:

[out_par] = radar_eq (pt, freq, g, sigma, te, b, nf, loss, input_par, option, 
rcs_delta1, rcs_delta2, pt_percent1, pt_percent2)

If some of the inputs are not available in the proper format, the functions
“dB_to_base10.m” and / or “base10_to_dB.m” can be used first. Plots of SNR
versus range (or range versus SNR) for several choices of RCS and peak power
are also generated by the function “radar_eq.m”. Typical plots utilizing Exam-
ple 1.4 parameters are shown in Fig. 1.18. In this case, the default values are
those listed in the example. Observation of these plots shows how doubling the
peak power (3 dB) has little effect on improving the SNR. One should consider
varying other radar parameters such as antenna gain to improve SNR, or detec-
tion range.   

Symbol Description Units Status

pt peak power KW input

freq frequency Hz input

g antenna gain dB input

sigma target cross section m2 input

te effective temperature Kelvin input

b bandwidth Hz input

nf noise figure dB input

loss radar losses dB input

input_par SNR, or R max dB, or Km input

option 1 means input_par = SNR

2 means input_par = R

none input

rcs_delta1 rcs delta1 (sigma - delta1) dB input

rcs_delta2 rcs delta2 (sigma + delta2) dB input

pt_percent1 pt * pt_percent1% none input

pt_percent2 pt * pt_percent2% none input

out_par R for option = 1

SNR for option = 2

Km, or dB output
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 Figure 1.18. Typical outputs generated by the function “radar_eq.m”. 
Plots correspond to parameters from Example 1.4.
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Example 1.4: A certain C-band radar with the following parameters: Peak
power , operating frequency , antenna gain

, effective temperature , pulse width .
The radar threshold is . Assume target cross section

. Compute the maximum range.

Solution: The radar bandwidth is

the wavelength is

From Eq. (1.59) we have

where, before summing, the dB calculations are carried out for each of the
individual parameters on the right-hand side. We can now construct the fol-
lowing table with all parameters computed in dB:

It follows 

Thus, the maximum detection range is .

1.6.1. Low PRF Radar Equation

Consider a pulsed radar with pulse width , PRI , and peak transmitted
power . The average transmitted power is , where  is
the transmission duty factor. We can define the receiving duty factor  as

 

Pt 1.5MW= f0 5.6GHz=
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------------------------ 5MHz= = =

λ c
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2 λ2 σ 4π( )3 kTeB F SNR( )omin
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Pt λ2
G

2 kTeB 4π( )3 F SNR( )omin
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R
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(1.62)

Thus, for low PRF radars ( ) the receiving duty factor is .

Define the “time on target”  (the time that a target is illuminated by the
beam) as

(1.63)

where  is the total number of pulses that strikes the target, and  is the radar
PRF. Assuming low PRF, the single pulse radar equation is given by

 (1.64)

and for  coherently integrated pulses we get

(1.65)

Now by using Eq. (1.63) and using  the low PRF radar equation can
be written as 

 (1.66)

MATLAB Function “lprf_req.m”

The function “lprf_req.m” implements the low PRF radar equation; it is
given in Listing 1.5 in Section 1.8. Again when necessary the functions
“dB_to_base10.m” and/or “base10_to_dB.m” can be used first. For a given
set of input parameters, the function “lprf_req.m” computes (SNR)np. Plots of
SNR versus range for three sets of coherently integrated pulses are generated;
see Fig. 1.19. Also, plots of SNR versus number of coherently integrated
pulses for two choices of the default RCS and peak power are generated. Typi-
cal plots utilizing Example 1.4 parameters are shown in Fig. 1.20. As indicated
by Fig. 1.20, integrating a limited number of pulses can significantly enhance
the SNR; however, integrating large amount of pulses does not provide any
further major improvement. 

The syntax for function “lprf_req.m” is as follows:

[snr_out] = lprf_req (pt, freq, g, sigma, te, b, nf, loss, range, prf, np, rcs_delta, 
pt_percent, np1, np2)

dr
T τ–

T
----------- 1 τfr–= =

T τ» dr 1≈

Ti

Ti

np

fr

-----= np⇒ Tifr=

np fr

SNR( )1
PtG

2λ2σ

4π( )3R
4
kTeBFL

----------------------------------------=

np

SNR( )np

PtG
2λ2σ np

4π( )3R
4
kTeBFL

----------------------------------------=

B 1 τ⁄=

SNR( )np

PtG
2λ2σTifrτ

4π( )3R
4
kTeFL

------------------------------------=
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Symbol Description Units Status

pt peak power KW input

freq frequency Hz input

g antenna gain dB input

sigma target cross section m2 input

te effective temperature Kelvin input

b bandwidth Hz input

nf noise figure dB input

loss radar losses dB input

range target range Km input

prf PRF Hz input

np number of pulses none input

np1 choice 1 for np none input

np2 choice 2 for np none input

rcs_delta rcs delta1 (sigma - delta) dB input

pt_percent pt * pt_percent% none input

snr_out SNR  dB output

 Figure 1.19. Typical output generated by the function “lprf_req.m”. Plots 
correspond to parameters from Example 1.4.
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1.6.2. High PRF Radar Equation

Now, consider the high PRF radar case. The transmitted signal is a periodic
train of pulses. The pulse width is  and the period is . This pulse train can
be represented using an exponential Fourier series. The central power spectrum
line (DC component) for this series contains most of the signal’s power. Its
value is , and it is equal to the square of the transmit duty factor. Thus,
the single pulse radar equation for a high PRF radar (in terms of the DC spec-
tral power line) is

(1.67)

where, in this case, we can no longer ignore the receive duty factor, since its
value is comparable to the transmit duty factor. In fact, . Addi-
tionally, the operating radar bandwidth is now matched to the radar integration
time (time on target), . It follows that

 Figure 1.20. Typical outputs generated by the function “lprf_req.m”. Plots 
correspond to parameters from Example 1.4.
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(1.68)

and finally,

(1.69)

where  was substituted for . Note that the product  is a “kind of
energy” product, which indicates that high PRF radars can enhance detection
performance by using relatively low power and longer integration time.

MATLAB Function “hprf_req.m”

The function “hprf_req.m” implements the high PRF radar equation; it is
given in Listing 1.6 in Section 1.8. Plots of SNR versus range for three duty
cycle choices are generated. Figure 1.21 shows typical outputs generated by
the function “hprf_req.m”. Its syntax is as follows:

[snr_out] = hprf_req (pt, freq, g, sigma, dt, ti, range, te, nf, loss, prf, tau, dt1, 
dt2)

where

Symbol Description Units Status

pt peak power KW input

freq frequency Hz input

g antenna gain dB input

sigma target cross section m2 input

dt duty cycle none input

ti time on target seconds input

range target range Km input

te effective temperature Kelvin input

nf noise figure dB input

loss radar losses dB input

prf PRF Hz input

tau pulse width seconds input

dt1 duty cycle choice 1 none input

dt2 duty cycle choice 2 none input

snr_out SNR  dB output

SNR
PtτfrTiG

2λ2σ

4π( )3R
4
kTeFL

------------------------------------=

SNR
PavTiG

2λ2σ

4π( )3R
4
kTeFL

------------------------------------=

Pav Ptτfr PavTi
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Note that either  or the combination of  and  are needed. One should
enter zero for  when  and  are known and vice versa. 

Example 1.5: Compute the single pulse  for a high PRF radar with the
following parameters: peak power , antenna gain ,
operating frequency , losses , noise figure ,
effective temperature , dwell interval , duty factor

. The range of interest is . Assume target RCS
. 

Solution: From Eq. (1.69) we have

The following table gives all parameters in dB:

.

dt fr τ
dt fr τ

 Figure 1.21. Typical output generated by the function “hprf_req.m”. 
Plots correspond to parameters from Example 1.5.
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1.6.3. Surveillance Radar Equation

Surveillance or search radars continuously scan a specified volume in space
searching for targets. They are normally used to extract target information such
as range, angular position, and possibly target velocity. Depending on the radar
design and antenna, different search patterns can be adopted. A two-dimen-
sional (2-D) fan beam search pattern is shown in Fig.1.22a. In this case, the
beam width is wide enough in elevation to cover the desired search volume
along that coordinate; however, it has to be steered in azimuth. Figure 1.22b
shows a stacked beam search pattern; here the beam has to be steered in azi-
muth and elevation. This latter kind of search pattern is normally employed by
phased array radars.

Search volumes are normally specified by a search solid angle  in steradi-
ans. The antenna  beam width can be expressed in terms of its azimuth
and elevation beam widths  and , respectively. It follows that the antenna
solid angle coverage is . In this book we will assume symmetrical anten-
nas (circular apertures) so that . Furthermore, when we refer to the
antenna beam width we will always assume the  beam width, . 

The number of antenna beam positions  required to cover a solid angle 
is (see Fig. 1.23)

(1.70)

For a circular aperture of diameter , the  is 

(1.71)

Ω
3dB

θa θe
θaθe

θa θe=
3dB θ3dB

nB Ω

nB
Ω
θaθe

----------- Ω
θ3dB

2
----------= =

D θ3dB

θ3dB
λ
D
----≈

(a ) (b )

azim uth

elevation

 Figure 1.22. (a) 2-D fan search pattern; (b) stacked search pattern.
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and when aperture tapering is used, . Substituting Eq. (1.71)
into Eq. (1.70) yields

(1.72)

As a rule of thumb, the  antenna beam width for a rectangular aperture of
length  is . 

Define the time it takes radar to search a volume defined by the solid angle
 as the scan time . The time on target can then be expressed in terms of
 as

(1.73)

In order to define the search radar equation, start with Eq. (1.69) and use Eq.
(1.73). More precisely,

 (1.74)

and by using Eq. (1.47) in Eq. (1.74) we can define the search radar equation as

 (1.75)

where the relation  (aperture area) was used. 
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Figure 1.23. A cut in space showing the antenna beam width
     and the search volume.
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The quantity  in Eq. (1.75) is known as the power aperture product. In
practice, the power aperture product is widely used to categorize the radar abil-
ity to fulfill its search mission. Normally, a power aperture product is com-
puted to meet predetermined SNR and radar cross section for a given search
volume defined by .

Example 1.6: Compute the power aperture product for an X-band radar with
the following parameters: signal-to-noise ratio ; losses

; effective noise temperature degree Kelvin; search vol-
ume ; scan time seconds; noise figure . Assume a

 target cross section, and range . Also, compute the
peak transmitted power corresponding to 30% duty factor, if the antenna gain
is 45 dB.

Solution: The angular coverage is  in both azimuth and elevation. It fol-
lows that the solid angle coverage is 

Note that the factor  converts angles into solid angles. From
Eq. (1.75), we have

It follows that

Then the power aperture product is

Now, assume the radar wavelength to be , then 

; 

 

.

PavA

Ω

SNR 15dB=
L 8dB= Te 900=

Ω 2°= Tsc 2.5= F 5dB=
10dBsm– R 250Km=

2°

Ω 2 2×
57.23( )2

-------------------- 29.132dB–= =

360 2π⁄ 57.23=

SNR( )dB Pav A σ Tsc 16 R
4– kTe– L– F– Ω––+ + +( )dB=

σ Tsc 16 R
4 kTe

10– 3.979 12.041 215.918 199.059–

15 Pav A 10– 3.979 12.041– 215.918– 199.054 5– 8– 29.133+ + + +=

Pav A+ 33.793dB=

λ 0.03m=

A
Gλ2

4π
---------- 3.550dB= = Pav A– 33.793+ 30.243dB= =

Pav 103.0243 1057.548W= =

Pt

Pav

dt

-------- 1057.548
0.3

---------------------- 3.52516KW= = =
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MATLAB Function “power_aperture_eq.m”

The function “power_aperture_req.m” implements the search radar equa-
tion given in Eq. (1.75); it is given in Listing 1.7 in Section 1.8. Plots of peak
power versus aperture area and the power aperture product versus range for
three range choices are generated. Figure 1.24 shows typical output using the
parameters given in Example 1.6. The syntax is as follows:

[p_a_p, aperture, pt, pav] = power_aperture_req (snr, freq, tsc, sigma, dt, 
range, te, nf, loss, az_angle, el_angle, g, rcs_delta1, rcs_delta2)

where 

1.6.4. Radar Equation with Jamming

Any deliberate electronic effort intended to disturb normal radar operation is
usually referred to as an Electronic Countermeasure (ECM). This may also
include chaff, radar decoys, radar RCS alterations (e.g., radio frequency
absorbing materials), and of course, radar jamming. Jammers can be catego-
rized into two general types: (1) barrage jammers; and (2) deceptive jammers
(repeaters). 

Symbol Description Units Status

snr sensitivity snr dB input

freq frequency Hz input

tsc scan time seconds input

sigma target cross section m2 input

dt duty cycle none input

range target range Km input

te effective temperature Kelvin input

nf noise figure dB input

loss radar losses dB input

az_angle search volume azimuth extent degrees input

el_angle search volume elevation extent degrees input

g antenna gain dB input

rcs_delta1 rcs delta 1 (sigma - delta1) dB input

rcs_delta2 rcs delta2 (sigma + delta2) dB input

p_a_p power aperture product  dB output

aperture antenna aperture m2 output

pt peak power KW output

pav average power KW output
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 Figure 1.24. Typical outputs generated by the function “power_aperture_req.m”. 
Plots correspond to parameters from Example 1.6.
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When strong jamming is present, detection capability is determined by
receiver signal-to-noise plus interference ratio rather than SNR. And in most
cases, detection is established based on the signal-to-interference ratio alone.

Barrage jammers attempt to increase the noise level across the entire radar
operating bandwidth. Consequently, this lowers the receiver SNR, and, in turn,
makes it difficult to detect the desired targets. This is the reason why barrage
jammers are often called maskers (since they mask the target returns). Barrage
jammers can be deployed in the main beam or in the side lobes of the radar
antenna. If a barrage jammer is located in the radar main beam, it can take
advantage of the antenna maximum gain to amplify the broadcasted noise sig-
nal. Alternatively, side lobe barrage jammers must either use more power, or
operate at a much shorter range than main beam jammers. Main beam barrage
jammers can be deployed either on-board the attacking vehicle, or act as an
escort to the target. Side lobe jammers are often deployed to interfere with a
specific radar, and since they do not stay close to the target, they have a wide
variety of stand-off deployment options. 

Repeater jammers carry receiving devices on board in order to analyze the
radar’s transmission, and then send back false target-like signals in order to
confuse the radar. There are two common types of repeater jammers: spot noise
repeaters and deceptive repeaters. The spot noise repeater measures the trans-
mitted radar signal bandwidth and then jams only a specific range of frequen-
cies. The deceptive repeater sends back altered signals that make the target
appear in some false position (ghosts). These ghosts may appear at different
ranges or angles than the actual target. Furthermore, there may be several
ghosts created by a single jammer. By not having to jam the entire radar band-
width, repeater jammers are able to make more efficient use of their jamming
power. Radar frequency agility may be the only way possible to defeat spot
noise repeaters.

 Self-Screening Jammers (SSJ)

Self-screening jammers, also known as self-protecting jammers, are a class
of ECM systems carried on the vehicle they are protecting. Escort jammers
(carried on vehicles that accompany the attacking vehicles) can also be treated
as SSJs if they appear at the same range as that of the target(s). 

Assume a radar with an antenna gain , wavelength , aperture , band-
width , receiver losses , and peak power . The single pulse power
received by the radar from a target of RCS , at range , is

(1.76)
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The power received by the radar from an SSJ jammer at the same range is

(1.77)

where  are, respectively, the jammer’s peak power, antenna gain,
operating bandwidth, and losses. Substituting Eq. (1.47) into Eq. (1.77) yields

(1.78)

The factor  (a ratio less than unity) is needed in order to compensate
for the fact that the jammer bandwidth is usually larger than the operating
bandwidth of the radar. This is because jammers are normally designed to
operate against a wide variety of radar systems with different bandwidths.
Thus, the radar equation for a SSJ case is obtained from Eqs. (1.76) and (1.78),

  (1.79)

where  is the radar processing gain.

The jamming power reaches the radar on a one-way transmission basis,
whereas the target echoes involve two-way transmission. Thus, the jamming
power is generally greater than the target signal power. In other words, the ratio

 is less than unity. However, as the target becomes closer to the radar,
there will be a certain range such that the ratio  is equal to unity. This
range is known as the crossover or burn-through range. The range window
where the ratio  is sufficiently larger than unity is denoted as the detec-
tion range. In order to compute the crossover range , set  to unity in
Eq. (1.79) and solve for range. It follows that

(1.80)

MATLAB Program “ssj_req.m”

The program “ssj_req.m” implements Eqs. (1.76) through (1.80); it is given
in Listing 1.8 in Section 1.8. This program calculates the crossover range and
generates plots of relative  and  versus range normalized to the cross-
over range, as illustrated in Fig. 1.25. In this example, the following parame-
ters were utilized in producing this figure: radar peak power ,
jammer peak power , radar operating bandwidth ,
jammer bandwidth , radar and jammer losses

, target cross section , radar antenna gain
, jammer antenna gain . 
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The synatx is as follows:

[BR_range] = ssj_req (pt, g, freq, sigma, b, loss, pj, bj, gj, lossj)

where

Symbol Description Units Status

pt radar peak power KW input

g radar antenna gain dB input

sigma target cross section m2 input

freq radar operating frequency Hz input

b radar operating bandwidth Hz input

loss radar losses dB input

pj jammer peak power KW input

bj jammer bandwidth Hz input

gj jammer antenna gain dB input

lossj jammer losses dB input

BR_range burn-through range Km output

 Figure 1.25. Target and jammer echo signals. Plots were generated using 
the program “ssj_req.m”. 
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Stand-Off Jammers (SOJ)

Stand-off jammers (SOJ) emit ECM signals from long ranges which are
beyond the defense’s lethal capability. The power received by the radar from
an SOJ jammer at range  is 

(1.81)

where all terms in Eq. (1.81) are the same as those for the SSJ case except for
. The gain term  represents the radar antenna gain in the direction of the

jammer and is normally considered to be the side lobe gain.

The SOJ radar equation is then computed from Eqs. (1.81) and (1.76) as

(1.82)

Again, the crossover range is that corresponding to ; it is given by

(1.83)

and the detection range is 

(1.84)

where  is the minimum value of the signal-to-jammer power ratio
such that target detection can occur. 

Note that in practice, the ratio  is normally computed after pulse com-
pression, and thus Eqs. (1.82) and (1.83) must be modified by multiplication
with the compression gain . Plots in Figs. 1.25 and 1.26 were produced
without regard to pulse compression gain.

MATLAB Program “soj_req.m”

The program “soj_req.m” implements Eqs. (1.82) and (1.83); it is given in
Listing 1.9 in Section 1.8. The inputs to the program “soj_req.m” are the same
as in the SSJ case, with two additional inputs: they are the radar antenna gain
on the jammer  and radar to jammer range . This program generates the
same type of plots as in the case of the SSJ. Typical output is in Fig. 1.26 utiliz-
ing the same parameters as those in the SSJ case, with jammer peak power

, jammer antenna gain , radar antenna gain on the
jammer , and radar to jammer range . 
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Range Reduction Factor

Consider a radar system whose detection range  in the absence of jamming
is governed by Eq. (1.61), which is repeated here as Eq. (1.85):

(1.85)

The term Range Reduction Factor (RRF) refers to the reduction in the radar
detection range due to jamming. More precisely, in the presence of jamming
the effective radar detection range is

(1.86)

In order to compute RRF, consider a radar characterized by Eq. (1.85), and a
barrage jammer whose output power spectral density is . Then, the amount
of jammer power in the radar receiver is

(1.87)

where  is Boltzman’s constant and  is the jammer effective temperature. It
follows that the total jammer plus noise power in the radar receiver is given by 

 Figure 1.26. Target and jammer echo signals. Plots were generated using 
the program “soj_req.m”. 
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(1.88)

In this case, the radar detection range is now limited by the receiver signal-to-
noise plus interference ratio rather than SNR. More precisely,

(1.89)

The amount of reduction in the signal-to-noise plus interference ratio because
of the jammer effect can be computed from the difference between Eqs. (1.85)
and (1.89). It is expressed (in dBs) by

 (1.90)

Consequently, the RRF is 

(1.91)

MATLAB Function “range_red_fac.m”

The function “range_red_factor.m” implements Eqs. (1.90) and (1.91); it is
given in Listing 1.10 in Section 1.8. This function generates plots of RRF ver-
sus: (1) the radar operating frequency; (2) radar to jammer range; and (3) jam-
mer power. Its syntax is as follows:

 range_red_factor (te, pj, gj, g, freq, bj, rangej, lossj)

where

The following values were used to produce Figs. 1.27 through 1.29.

Symbol Description Units Status

te radar effective temperature K input

pj jammer peak power KW input

gj jammer antenna gain dB input

g radar antenna gain on jammer dB input

freq radar operating frequency Hz input

bj jammer bandwidth Hz input

rangej radar to jammer range Km input

lossj jammer losses dB input

te pj gj g freq bj rangej lossj

730K 150KW 3dB 40dB 10GHz 1MHz 400Km 1dB
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 Figure 1.28. Range reduction factor versus radar to jammer range. This 
plot was generated using the function “range_red_factor.m”.
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 Figure 1.27. Range reduction factor versus radar operating wavelength. This 
plot was generated using the function “range_red_factor.m”.
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1.6.5. Bistatic Radar Equation

Radar systems that use the same antenna for both transmitting and receiving
are called monostatic radars. Bistatic radars use transmit and receive antennas
that are placed in different locations. Under this definition CW radars, although
they use separate transmit and receive antennas, are not considered bistatic
radars unless the distance between the two antennas is considerable. Figure
1.30 shows the geometry associated with bistatic radars. The angle, , is
called the bistatic angle. A synchronization link between the transmitter and
receiver is necessary in order to maximize the receiver’s knowledge of the
transmitted signal so that it can extract maximum target information.

The synchronization link may provide the receiver with the following infor-
mation: (1) the transmitted frequency in order to compute the Doppler shift;
and (2) the transmit time or phase reference in order to measure the total scat-
tered path ( ). Frequency and phase reference synchronization can be
maintained through line-of-sight communications between the transmitter and
receiver. However, if this is not possible, the receiver may use a stable refer-
ence oscillator for synchronization.

 Figure 1.29. Range reduction factor versus jammer peak power. This plot was 
generated using the function “range_red_factor.m”.
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One major distinction between monostatic and bistatic radar operations has
to do with the measured bistatic target RCS, denoted by . In the case of a
small bistatic angle, the bistatic RCS is similar to the monostatic RCS: but, as
the bistatic angle approaches , the bistatic RCS becomes very large and
can be approximated by

(1.92)

 where  is the wavelength and  is the target projected area.

The bistatic radar equation can be derived in a similar fashion to the mono-
static radar equation. Referring to Fig. 1.30, the power density at the target is

(1.93)

where  is the peak transmitted power,  is the gain of the transmitting
antenna, and  is the range from the radar transmitter to the target.

The effective power scattered off a target with bistatic RCS  is

(1.94)

and the power density at the receiver antenna is 

(1.95)
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Figure 1.30. Bistatic radar geometry.
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where  is the range from the target to the receiver. Substituting Eq. (1.93)
into Eq. (1.95) yields

(1.96)

The total power delivered to the signal processor by a receiver antenna with
aperture  is

(1.97)

Substituting  for  yields

(1.98)

where  is gain of the receive antenna. Finally, when transmitter and receiver
losses,  and , are taken into consideration, the bistatic radar equation can
be written as

(1.99)

where  is the medium propagation loss.

1.7. Radar Losses

As indicated by the radar equation, the receiver SNR is inversely propor-
tional to the radar losses. Hence, any increase in radar losses causes a drop in
the SNR, thus decreasing the probability of detection, since it is a function of
the SNR. Often, the principal difference between a good radar design and a
poor radar design is the radar losses. Radar losses include ohmic (resistance)
losses and statistical losses. In this section we will briefly summarize radar
losses.

1.7.1. Transmit and Receive Losses

Transmit and receive losses occur between the radar transmitter and antenna
input port, and between the antenna output port and the receiver front end,
respectively. Such losses are often called plumbing losses. Typically, plumbing
losses are on the order of 1 to 2 dBs. 
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1.7.2. Antenna Pattern Loss and Scan Loss

So far, when we used the radar equation we assumed maximum antenna
gain. This is true only if the target is located along the antenna’s boresight axis.
However, as the radar scans across a target the antenna gain in the direction of
the target is less than maximum, as defined by the antenna’s radiation pattern.
The loss in the SNR due to not having maximum antenna gain on the target at
all times is called the antenna pattern (shape) loss. Once an antenna has been
selected for a given radar, the amount of antenna pattern loss can be mathemat-
ically computed. 

For example, consider a  antenna radiation pattern as shown in Fig.
1.31. It follows that the average antenna gain over an angular region of 
about the boresight axis is

(1.100)

where  is the aperture radius and  is the wavelength. In practice, Gaussian
antenna patterns are often adopted. In this case, if  denotes the antenna
3dB beam width, then the antenna gain can be approximated by 

(1.101)
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Figure 1.31. Normalized (sin x / x) antenna pattern.
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If the antenna scanning rate is so fast that the gain on receive is not the same
as on transmit, additional scan loss has to be calculated and added to the beam
shape loss. Scan loss can be computed in a similar fashion to beam shape loss.
Phased array radars are often prime candidates for both beam shape and scan
losses. 

1.7.3. Atmospheric Loss

Detailed discussion of atmospheric loss and propagation effects is in a later
chapter. Atmospheric attenuation is a function of the radar operating frequency,
target range, and elevation angle. Atmospheric attenuation can be as high as a
few dBs.

1.7.4. Collapsing Loss

When the number of integrated returned noise pulses is larger than the target
returned pulses, a drop in the SNR occurs. This is called collapsing loss. The
collapsing loss factor is defined as

(1.102)

where  is the number of pulses containing both signal and noise, while  is
the number of pulses containing noise only. Radars detect targets in azimuth,
range, and Doppler. When target returns are displayed in one coordinate, such
as range, noise sources from azimuth cells adjacent to the actual target return
converge in the target vicinity and cause a drop in the SNR. This is illustrated
in Fig. 1.32.
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 Figure 1.32. Illustration of collapsing loss. Noise sources in cells 1, 2, 4, and 5 
converge to increase the noise level in cell 3.
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1.7.5. Processing Losses

a. Detector Approximation: 

The output voltage signal of a radar receiver that utilizes a linear detector is

 

where  are the in-phase and quadrature components. For a radar using
a square law detector, we have .

Since in real hardware the operations of squares and square roots are time
consuming, many algorithms have been developed for detector approximation.
This approximation results in a loss of the signal power, typically 0.5 to 1 dB.

b. Constant False Alarm Rate (CFAR) Loss: 

In many cases the radar detection threshold is constantly adjusted as a func-
tion of the receiver noise level in order to maintain a constant false alarm rate.
For this purpose, Constant False Alarm Rate (CFAR) processors are utilized in
order to keep the number of false alarms under control in a changing and
unknown background of interference. CFAR processing can cause a loss in the
SNR level on the order of 1 dB. 

Three different types of CFAR processors are primarily used. They are adap-
tive threshold CFAR, nonparametric CFAR, and nonlinear receiver techniques.
Adaptive CFAR assumes that the interference distribution is known and
approximates the unknown parameters associated with these distributions.
Nonparametric CFAR processors tend to accommodate unknown interference
distributions. Nonlinear receiver techniques attempt to normalize the root
mean square amplitude of the interference.

c. Quantization Loss:   

Finite word length (number of bits) and quantization noise cause an increase
in the noise power density at the output of the Analog to Digital (A/D) con-
verter. The A/D noise level is , where  is the quantization level.

d. Range Gate Straddle: 

The radar receiver is normally mechanized as a series of contiguous range
gates (bins). Each range bin is implemented as an integrator matched to the
transmitted pulse width. Since the radar receiver acts as a filter that smears
(smooths), the received target echoes. The smoothed target return envelope is
normally straddled to cover more than one range gate. 

Typically, three gates are affected; they are called the early, on, and late
gates. If a point target is located exactly at the center of a range gate, then the
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early and late samples are equal. However, as the target starts to move into the
next gate, the late sample becomes larger while the early sample gets smaller.
In any case, the amplitudes of all three samples should always roughly add up
to the same value. Fig. 1.33 illustrates the concept of range straddling. The
envelope of the smoothed target echo is likely to be Gaussian shape. In prac-
tice, triangular shaped envelopes may be easier and faster to implement.

Since the target is likely to fall anywhere between two adjacent range bins, a
loss in the SNR occurs (per range gate). More specifically, a target’s returned
energy is split between three range bins. Typically, straddle loss of about 2 to 3
dBs is not unusual.

Example 1.7: Consider the smoothed target echo voltage shown below.
Assume  resistance. Find the power loss due to range gate straddling over
the interval .

echo  envelope

early sam ple late  sam ple

on target sam ple

on  target range
b in

echo  envelope

early  sam ple

late  sam pleon  target sam ple

on  target range
b in

(a) Target on  the center o f a  range gate .

range gates

range gates

(b ) Target on the  boundary  betw een tw o range gates.

F igure 1.33 . Illustration of range gate stradd ling.
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Solution: The smoothed voltage can be written as

The power loss due to straddle over the interval  is 

The average power loss is then 

and, for example, if , then .

e. Doppler Filter Straddle:

Doppler filter straddle is similar to range gate straddle. However, in this case
the Doppler filter spectrum is spread (widened) due to weighting functions.
Weighting functions are normally used to reduce the side lobe levels. Since the
target Doppler frequency can fall anywhere between two Doppler filters, signal
loss occurs. This is illustrated in Fig. 1.34, where due to weighting, the cross-
over frequency  is smaller than the filter cutoff frequency  which nor-
mally corresponds to the 3dB power point.
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1.7.6. Other Losses

Other losses may include equipment losses due to aging radar hardware,
matched filter loss, and antenna efficiency loss. Tracking radars suffer from
crossover (squint) loss (see Chapter 11).

1.8. MATLAB Program and Function Listings

This section presents listings for all MATLAB functions and programs used
in this chapter. Users are encouraged to vary the input parameters and rerun
these programs in order to enhance their understanding of the theory presented
in the text. All selected parameters and variables follow the same naming nota-
tion used in the text, thus, understanding the structure and hierarchy of the pre-
sented code should be an easy task once the user has read the theory. 

For almost each MATLAB function or program provided in this book, there
is a companion file designated as “filename_driver.m”. These “driver” files
utilize MATLAB-based Graphical User Interface (GUI). For example, the

fc
fco

frequency

 effective
bandw id th

fco

fc

 effective
bandw idth

D oppler filters before  w indow ing

D oppler filters after w indow ing

fco cross ver frequency+=

fc cut off frequency=

frequency

crossover frequency = 

cutoff frequency = 

fco

fc

 Figure 1.34. Due to windowing, the crossover frequency may become smaller 
than the cutoff frequency.
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companion “driver” file for the function “lprf_req.m” is “lprf_req_driver.m”.
When a  “driver” file is executed, it opens a GUI work space which can be
used by the user to enter values to parameters and produce the relevant plots.
Figure 1.35 shows the GUI work space for the function “lprf_req_driver.m”.
Note that all MATLAB programs and functions developed in this book can be
downloaded from CRC Press Web Site “www.crcpress.com”.

 Figure 1.35 GUI work space related to the function “lprf_req.m”. Note 
that this GUI was designed on a Windows 98 Personal 
Computer (PC) using MATLAB 5 - Release 11 and thus, it 
may appear different on Apple or Unix based machines, 
or  PC systems using earlier versions of MATLAB.
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Listing 1.1. MATLAB Function “pulse_train.m”
function [dt, prf, pav, ep, ru] = pulse_train(tau, pri, p_peak)
% This function is described in Section 1.2.
c = 3.0e+8;
dt = tau / pri;
prf = 1. / pri;
pav = p_peak * dt;
ep = p_peak * tau;
ru = 1.0e-3 * c * pri / 2.0;
return

Listing 1.2. MATLAB Function “range_resolutio.m”
function [delta_R] = range_resolution(bandwidth,indicator)
% This function computes radar range resolution in meters
% the bandwidth must be in Hz ==> indicator = Hz.
% Bandwidth may be equal to (1/pulse width)==> indicator = seconds
c = 3.e+8;
if(indicator == 'hz')
   delta_R = c / (2.0 * bandwidth); 
else
   delta_R = c * bandwidth / 2.0;
end
return

Listing 1.3. MATLAB Function “doppler_freq.m”
function [fd, tdr] = doppler_freq(freq, ang, tv, indicator)
% This function computes Doppler frequency and time dilation factor ratio
% tau_prime / tau
format long
c = 3.0e+8;
ang_rad = ang * pi /180.;
lambda = c / freq;
if (indicator == 1)
   fd = 2.0 * tv * cos(ang_rad) / lambda;
   tdr = (c - tv) / (c + tv);
else
   fd = -2.0 * c * tv * cos(and_rad) / lambda;
   tdr = (c + tv) / (c -tv);
end
return

Listing 1.4. MATLAB Function “radar_eq.m”
function [out_par] = radar_eq(pt, freq, g, sigma, te, b, nf, loss, input_par, option, 

rcs_delta1, rcs_delta2, pt_percent1, pt_percent2)
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% This function implements Eq. (1.161). Parameters description is in Section 1.6. 
c = 3.0e+8;
lambda = c / freq;
p_peak = base10_to_dB(pt);
lambda_sq = lambda^2;
lambda_sqdb = base10_to_dB(lambda_sq);
sigmadb = base10_to_dB(sigma);
for_pi_cub = base10_to_dB((4.0 * pi)^3);
k_db = base10_to_dB(1.38e-23);
te_db = base10_to_dB(te)
b_db = base10_to_dB(b);
if (option == 1)
   temp = p_peak + 2. * g + lambda_sqdb + sigmadb - ...
           for_pi_cub - k_db - te_db - b_db - nf - loss - input_par;
   out_par = dB_to_base10(temp)^(1/4)
   % calculate sigma(+-)10dB (rcs +- rcs_delta1,2)
   sigmap = rcs_delta1 + sigmadb;
   sigmam = sigmadb - rcs_delta2.;
   % calculate.pt_percent1 * pt and pt_percent2% * pt 
   pt05 = p_peak + base10_to_dB(pt_percent1);
   pt200 = p_peak + base10_to_dB(pt_percent2);
   index = 0;
   % vary snr from.5 to 1.5 of default value
   for snrvar = input_par*.5: 1: input_par*1.5
      index = index + 1;
      range1(index) = dB_to_base10(p_peak + 2. * g + lambda_sqdb + ...
                  sigmam - for_pi_cub - k_db - te_db - b_db - nf - loss - snrvar) ...
                  ^(1/4) / 1000.0;
      range2(index) = dB_to_base10(p_peak + 2. * g + lambda_sqdb +  ....
                  sigmadb - for_pi_cub - k_db - te_db - b_db - nf - loss - snrvar) ...
                  ^(1/4) / 1000.0;
      range3(index) = dB_to_base10(p_peak + 2. * g + lambda_sqdb + ...
                  sigmap - for_pi_cub - k_db - te_db - b_db - nf - loss - snrvar) ...
                  ^(1/4) / 1000.0;
   end
   index = 0;
   for snrvar = input_par*.5: 1: input_par*1.5;
      index = index + 1;
      rangp1(index) = dB_to_base10(pt05 + 2. * g + lambda_sqdb + ...
                  sigmadb - for_pi_cub - k_db - te_db - b_db - nf - loss - snrvar) ...
                  ^(1/4) / 1000.0;
      rangp2(index) = dB_to_base10(p_peak + 2. * g + lambda_sqdb + ...
                  sigmadb - for_pi_cub - k_db - te_db - b_db - nf - loss - snrvar) ...
                  ^(1/4) / 1000.0;
      rangp3(index) = dB_to_base10(pt200 + 2. * g + lambda_sqdb + ...
                  sigmadb - for_pi_cub - k_db - te_db - b_db - nf - loss - snrvar)  ...
                  ^(1/4) / 1000.0;
   end
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   snrvar = input_par*.5: 1: input_par*1.5;
   figure (1)
   subplot (2,1,1)
   plot (snrvar,range2,snrvar,range1,snrvar,range3)
   legend ('default RCS','RCS-rcs_delta1','RCS+rcs_delta2')
   xlabel ('Minimum SNR required for detection - dB');
   ylabel ('Detection range - Km');
   %title ('Plots correspond to input parameters from example 1.4');
   subplot (2,1,2)
   plot (snrvar,rangp2,snrvar,rangp1,snrvar,rangp3)
   legend ('default power','.pt_percent1*pt', 'pt_percent2*pt')
   xlabel ('Minimum SNR required for detection - dB');
   ylabel ('Detection range - Km')
else
   range_db = base10_to_dB(input_par * 1000.0);
   out_par = p_peak + 2. * g + lambda_sqdb + sigmadb - ...
      for_pi_cub - k_db - te_db - b_db - nf - loss - 4.0 * range_db
   % calculate sigma -- rcs_delta1,2 dB
   sigma5 = sigmadb - rcs_delta1;
   sigma10 = sigmadb - rcs_delta2;
   % calculate pt_percent1% * pt and pt_percent2*pt
   pt05 = p_peak + base10_to_dB(pt_percent1);
   pt200 = p_peak + base10_to_dB(pt_percent2);
   index = 0;
   % vary snr from .5 to 1.5 of default value
   for rangvar = input_par*.5 : 1 : input_par*1.5
      index = index + 1;
      var = 4.0 * base10_to_dB(rangvar * 1000.0);
      snr1(index) = p_peak + 2. * g + lambda_sqdb + sigmadb - ...
         for_pi_cub - k_db - te_db - b_db - nf - loss - var;
      snr2(index) = p_peak + 2. * g + lambda_sqdb + sigma5 - ...
         for_pi_cub - k_db - te_db - b_db - nf - loss - var;
      snr3(index) = p_peak + 2. * g + lambda_sqdb + sigma10 - ...
         for_pi_cub - k_db - te_db - b_db - nf - loss - var;
   end
   index = 0;
   for rangvar = input_par*.5 : 1 : input_par*1.5;
      index = index + 1;
      var = 4.0 * base10_to_dB(rangvar * 1000.0);
      snrp1(index) = pt05 + 2. * g + lambda_sqdb + sigmadb - ...
         for_pi_cub - k_db - te_db - b_db - nf - loss - var;
      snrp2(index) = p_peak + 2. * g + lambda_sqdb + sigmadb - ...
         for_pi_cub - k_db - te_db - b_db - nf - loss - var;
      snrp3(index) = pt200 + 2. * g + lambda_sqdb + sigmadb - ...
         for_pi_cub - k_db - te_db - b_db - nf - loss - var;
   end
end
rangvar = input_par*.5 : 1 : input_par*1.5;
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figure (2)
subplot (2,1,1)
plot (rangvar,snr1,rangvar,snr2,rangvar,snr3)
legend ('default RCS','RCS-rcs_delta1','RCS-rcs_delta2')
xlabel ('Detection range - Km');
ylabel ('SNR - dB');
%title ('Plots correspond to input parameters from example 1.4');
subplot (2,1,2)
plot (rangvar,snrp2,rangvar,snrp1,rangvar,snrp3)
legend ('default power','.pt_percent1*pt','pt_percent2*pt')
xlabel ('Detection range - Km');
ylabel ('SNR - dB');

Input file “radar_reqi.m”

% Use this input file to reproduce Fig. 1.18
clear all
pt = 1.5e+6; % peak power in Watts
freq = 5.6e+9;  % radar operating frequency in Hz
g = 45.0;  % antenna gain in dB
sigma = 0.1; % radar cross section in m square
te = 290.0;    % effective noise temperature in Kelvins
b = 5.0e+6;    % radar operating bandwidth in Hz
nf = 3.0;      % noise figure in dB
loss = 0.0;        % radar losses in dB
option = 1; % 1 ===> input_par = SNR in dB

% 2 ===> input_par = Range in Km
input_par = 20;
rcs_delta1 = 5.0; % rcs variation choice 1
rcs_delta2 =10.0; % rcs variation choice2
pt_percent1 = 0.5; % peak power variation choice 1
pt_percent2 =2.0; % peak power variation choice 2

Listing 1.5. MATLAB Function “lprf_req.m”
function [snr_out] = lprf_req (pt, freq, g, sigma, te, b, nf, loss, range, prf, np, rcs_delta, 

pt_percent, np1, np2)
% This program implements the LOW PRF radar equation.
c = 3.0e+8;
lambda = c / freq;
p_peak = base10_to_dB(pt);
lambda_sq = lambda^2;
lambda_sqdb = base10_to_dB(lambda_sq);
sigmadb = base10_to_dB(sigma);
for_pi_cub = base10_to_dB((4.0 * pi)^3);
k_db = base10_to_dB(1.38e-23);
te_db = base10_to_dB(te)
b_db = base10_to_dB(b);
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np_db = base10_to_dB(np);
range_db = base10_to_dB(range * 1000.0);
% Implement Eq. (1.65)
snr_out = p_peak + 2. * g + lambda_sqdb + sigmadb + np_db - ...
   for_pi_cub - k_db - te_db - b_db - nf - loss - 4.0 * range_db
% Generate plots in Fig. 1.19
index = 0;
n1 = np_db;
n2 = base10_to_dB(np1);
n3 = base10_to_dB(np2)
for range_var = 25:5:400 % 25 - 400 Km
   index = index + 1;
   rangevar_db = base10_to_dB(range_var * 1000.0);
   snr1(index) = p_peak + 2. * g + lambda_sqdb + sigmadb + n1 - ...
      for_pi_cub - k_db - te_db - b_db - nf - loss - 4.0 * rangevar_db;
   snr2(index) = p_peak + 2. * g + lambda_sqdb + sigmadb + n2 - ...
      for_pi_cub - k_db - te_db - b_db - nf - loss - 4.0 * rangevar_db;
   snr3(index) = p_peak + 2. * g + lambda_sqdb + sigmadb + n3 - ...
      for_pi_cub - k_db - te_db - b_db - nf - loss - 4.0 * rangevar_db;
end
figure(1)
var = 25:5:400;
plot(var,snr1,'k',var,snr2,'k--',var,snr3,'k--.')
legend('np = 1','np1','np2')
xlabel ('Range - Km');
ylabel ('SNR - dB');
%title ('np = 1, np1 = 10, np2 =100');
% Generate plots in Fig. 1.20
sigma5 = sigmadb - rcs_delta.;
pt05 = p_peak + base10_to_dB(pt_percent);
index = 0;
for nvar =1:10:500 % 500 pulses
   index = index + 1;
   ndb = base10_to_dB(nvar);
   snrs(index) = p_peak + 2. * g + lambda_sqdb + sigmadb + ndb - ...
       for_pi_cub - k_db - te_db - b_db - nf - loss - 4.0 * range_db;
   snrs5(index) = p_peak + 2. * g + lambda_sqdb + sigma5 + ndb - ...
       for_pi_cub - k_db - te_db - b_db - nf - loss - 4.0 * range_db;
end
index = 0;
for nvar =1:10:500 % 500 pulses
   index = index + 1;
   ndb = base10_to_dB(nvar);
   snrp(index) = p_peak + 2. * g + lambda_sqdb + sigmadb + ndb - ...
       for_pi_cub - k_db - te_db - b_db - nf - loss - 4.0 * range_db;
   snrp5(index) = pt05 + 2. * g + lambda_sqdb + sigmadb + ndb - ...
       for_pi_cub - k_db - te_db - b_db - nf - loss - 4.0 * range_db;
end
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nvar =1:10:500;
figure (2)
subplot (2,1,1)
plot (nvar,snrs,'k',nvar,snrs5,'k --')
legend ('default RCS','RCS-delta')
xlabel ('Number of coherently integrated pulses');
ylabel ('SNR - dB');
%title ('delta = 10, percent = 2');
subplot (2,1,2)
plot (nvar,snrp,'k',nvar,snrp5,'k --')
legend ('default power','pt * percent')
xlabel ('Number of coherently integrated pulses');
ylabel ('SNR - dB');

Input file “lprf_reqi.m”

% Use this input file to reproduce Fig.s 1.19 and 1.20
pt = 1.5e+6; % peak power in Watts
freq = 5.6e+9; % radar operating frequency in Hz
g = 45.0;  % antenna gain in dB
sigma = 0.1; % radar cross section in m square
te = 290.0; % effective noise temperature in Kelvins
b = 5.0e+6;     % radar operating bandwidth in Hz
nf = 3.0;          % noise figure in dB
loss = 0.0;      % radar losses in dB
np = 1;            % 1 number of coherently integrated pulses
prf = 100 ;      % PRF in Hz
range = 250.0;  % target range in Km
np1 = 10; % choice 1 of np
np2 = 100; % choice 2 of np
rcs_delta = 10.0; % rcs variation
pt_percent = 2.0; % pt variation

Listing 1.6.  MATLAB Function “hprf_req.m”
function [snr_out] = hprf_req (pt, freq, g, sigma, dt, ti, range, te, nf, loss, prf, tau, dt1, 

dt2)
% This program implements the High PRF radar equation.
c = 3.0e+8;
lambda = c / freq;
% Compute the duty cycle
if (dt == 0)
   dt = tau * prf;
end
pav_db = base10_to_dB(pt * dt);
lambda_sqdb = base10_to_dB(lambda^2);
sigmadb = base10_to_dB(sigma);
for_pi_cub = base10_to_dB((4.0 * pi)^3);
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k_db = base10_to_dB(1.38e-23);
te_db = base10_to_dB(te);
ti_db = base10_to_dB(ti);
range_db = base10_to_dB(range * 1000.0);
% Implement Eq. (1.69)
snr_out = pav_db + 2. * g + lambda_sqdb + sigmadb + ti_db - ...
   for_pi_cub - k_db - te_db - nf - loss - 4.0 * range_db
% Generate Plots in Figure 1.21
index = 0;
pav10 = base10_to_dB(pt *dt1);
pav20 = base10_to_dB(pt * dt2);
for range_var = 10:1:100
   index = index + 1;
   rangevar_db = base10_to_dB(range_var * 1000.0);
   snr1(index) = pav_db + 2. * g + lambda_sqdb + sigmadb + ti_db - ...
      for_pi_cub - k_db - te_db - nf - loss - 4.0 * rangevar_db;
   snr2(index) = pav10 + 2. * g + lambda_sqdb + sigmadb + ti_db - ...
      for_pi_cub - k_db - te_db - nf - loss - 4.0 * rangevar_db;
   snr3(index) = pav20 + 2. * g + lambda_sqdb + sigmadb + ti_db - ...
      for_pi_cub - k_db - te_db - nf - loss - 4.0 * rangevar_db;
end
figure (1)
var = 10:1:100;
plot (var,snr1,'k',var,snr2,'k--',var,snr3,'k:')
grid
legend ('dt','dt1,'dt2')
xlabel ('Range - Km');
ylabel ('SNR - dB');
%title ('dt = 30%, dt1 = 5%, dt2 = 20%');

Input file “hprf_reqi.m”

% Use this input file to reproduce Fig. 1.21
clear all
pt = 100.0e+3; % peak power in Watts
freq = 5.6e+9; % radar operating frequency in Hz
g = 20.0;         % antenna gain in dB
sigma = 0.01;  % radar cross section in m square
ti = 2.0;           % time on target in seconds
dt = 0.3;          % radar duty cycle
%%%%%%%%%%%% enter  dt = 0 when PRF and Tau are given %%%%%
prf = 0.0;         % PRF
%%%%%%%%%%%% enter fr = 0 when duty cycle is known %%%%
tau = 0.0;       % pulse width in seconds
%%%%%%%%%%%% enter tau = 0 when duty cycle is known %%%%
te = 400.0;      % effective noise temperature in Kelvins
nf = 5.0;     % noise figure in dB
loss = 8.0;       % radar losses in dB
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range =50.0;    % target range in Km
dt1 = 0.05;
dt2 = 0.2;

Listing 1.7. MATLAB Function “power_aperture_req.m”
function [p_a_p, aperture, pt, pav] = power_aperture_req (snr, freq, tsc, sigma, dt, 

range, te, nf, loss, az_angle, el_angle, g, rcs_delta1, rcs_delta2)
% This program implements the search radar equation. 
c = 3.0e+8;
% Compute Omega in steraradians
omega = (az_angle / 57.23) * (el_angle /57.23);
omega_db = base10_to_dB(omega);
lambda = c / freq;
lambda_sqdb = base10_to_dB(lambda^2);
sigmadb = base10_to_dB(sigma);
k_db = base10_to_dB(1.38e-23);
te_db = base10_to_dB(te);
tsc_db = base10_to_dB(tsc);
factor = base10_to_dB(16.0);
range_db = base10_to_dB(range * 1000.);
p_a_p = snr - sigmadb - tsc_db + factor + 4.0 * range_db + ...
   k_db + te_db + nf + loss + omega_db
aperture = g + lambda_sqdb - base10_to_dB(4.0 * pi)
pav = p_a_p  - aperture;
pav = dB_to_base10(pav) / 1000.0
pt = pav / dt
% Calculate sigma(+-) rcs_delta1,2 dB
sigmap = rcs_delta1 + sigmadb;
sigmam = sigmadb - rcs_delta2.;
index = 0;
% vary range from 10% to 200% of input range 
for rangevar = range*.1 : 1 : range*2.0
   index = index + 1;
   rangedb = base10_to_dB(rangevar * 1000.0);
   pap1(index) = snr - sigmadb - tsc_db + factor + 4.0 * rangedb + ...
      k_db + te_db + nf + loss + omega_db;
   papm(index) = snr - sigmam - tsc_db + factor + 4.0 * rangedb + ...
      k_db + te_db + nf + loss + omega_db;
  papp(index) = snr - sigmap - tsc_db + factor + 4.0 * rangedb + ...
      k_db + te_db + nf + loss + omega_db;
end
var = range*.1 : 1 : range*2.0;
figure (1)
plot (var,pap1,'k',var,papm,'k --',var,papp,'k:')
legend ('default RCS','RCS-delta1','RCS+1delta2')
xlabel ('Range - Km');
ylabel ('Power aperture product - dB');
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%title ('delta1 = 10dBsm, delta2 = 10dBsm');
index = 0;
% Vary aperture from 2 msq to 50 msq
for apervar = 2:1:50
   aperdb = base10_to_dB(apervar);
   index = index +1;
   pav = p_a_p  - aperdb;
   pav = dB_to_base10(pav) / 1000.0;
   pt(index) = pav / dt;
end
figure (2)
apervar = 2:1:50;
plot (apervar, pt,'k')
grid
xlabel ('Aperture in squared meters')
ylabel ('Peak power - Kw')  

Input file “power_aperture_reqi.m”

% Use this input file to reproduce plots in Fig. 1.24
clear all
snr = 15.0; % sensitivity SNR in dB
freq = 10.0e+9; % radar operating frequency in Hz
tsc = 2.5;       % antenna scan time in seconds
sigma = 0.1;   % radar cross section in m square
dt = 0.3;        % radar duty cycle
range = 250.0;  % sensitivity range in Km
te = 900.0;      % effective noise temperature in Kelvins
nf = 5.0;        % noise figure in dB
loss = 8.0;      % radar losses in dB
az_angle = 2.0;  % search volume azimuth extent in degrees
el_angle = 2.0;  % search volume elevation extent in degrees
g = 45.0;        % antenna gain in dB
rcs_delta1 = 10.0; 
rcs_delta2 = 10.0;

Listing 1.8. MATLAB Program “ssj_req.m”
function [BR_range] = ssj_req (pt, g, freq, sigma, b, loss, ...
   pj, bj, gj, lossj)
% This function implements Eq.s (1.76) through (1.80)
c = 3.0e+8;
lambda = c / freq;
lambda_db = base10_to_dB(lambda^2);
if (loss = = 0.0)
   loss = 0.000001;
end
if (lossj = = 0.0)
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   lossj = 0.000001;
end
% Compute Omega in steraradians
sigmadb = base10_to_dB(sigma);
pt_db = base10_to_dB(pt);
b_db = base10_to_dB(b);
bj_db = base10_to_dB(bj);
pj_db = base10_to_dB(pj);
factor = base10_to_dB(4.0 *pi);
BR_range = sqrt((pt * (dB_to_base10(g)) * sigma * bj * (dB_to_base10(lossj))) / ...
   (4.0 * pi * pj * (dB_to_base10(gj)) * b * ...
   (dB_to_base10(loss)))) / 1000.0  
s_at_br = pt_db + 2.0 * g + lambda_db + sigmadb - ...
      3.0 * factor - 4.* base10_to_dB(BR_range) - loss 
% prepare to plot Figure 1.25
index =0;
for ran_var = .1:10:10000
   index = index + 1;
   ran_db = base10_to_dB(ran_var * 1000.0);
   ssj(index) = pj_db + gj + lambda_db + g + b_db - 2.0 * factor - ...
      2.0 * ran_db - bj_db - lossj + s_at_br ;
   s(index) = pt_db + 2.0 * g + lambda_db + sigmadb - ...
      3.0 * factor - 4.* ran_db - loss + s_at_br ;
end
ranvar = .1:10:10000;
ranvar = ranvar ./ BR_range;
semilogx (ranvar,s,'k',ranvar,ssj,'k-.');
% axis([.1 1000 -90 40]); % This line is specific to Fig. 1.25
xlabel ('Range normalized to cross-over range');
legend ('Target echo','SSJ')
ylabel ('Relative signal or jamming amplitude - dB');
grid

Input file “ssj_reqi.m”

% Use this input file to reproduce Fig. 1.25
clear all
pt = 50.0e+3; % peak power in Watts
g = 35.0;     % antenna gain in dB
freq = 3.2e+9;  % radar operating frequency in Hz
sigma = 10.0 ;   % radar cross section in m square
b = 667.0e+3;   % radar operating bandwidth in Hz
loss = 0.000;     % radar losses in dB
pj = 200.0;    % jammer peak power in Watts
bj = 50.0e+6;  % jammer operating bandwidth in Hz
gj = 10.0; % jammer antenna gain in dB
lossj = 0.0;   % jammer losses in dB
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Listing 1.9. MATLAB Program “soj_req.m”
function [BR_range] = soj_req (pt, g, sigma, b, freq, loss, range, ...
   pj, bj,gj, lossj, gprime, rangej)
% This function implements equations for SOJs
c = 3.0e+8;
lambda = c / freq;
lambda_db = base10_to_dB(lambda^2)
if (loss == 0.0)
   loss = 0.000001;
end
if (lossj == 0.0)
   lossj =0.000001;
end
% Compute Omega in steraradians
sigmadb = base10_to_dB(sigma);
range_db = base10_to_dB(range * 1000.);
range_db = base10_to_dB(rangej * 1000.);
pt_db = base10_to_dB(pt);
b_db = base10_to_dB(b);
bj_db = base10_to_dB(bj);
pj_db = base10_to_dB(pj);
factor = base10_to_dB(4.0 *pi);
BR_range = ((pt * dB_to_base10(2.0*g) * sigma * bj * dB_to_base10(lossj) * ...
   (rangej)^2) / (4.0 * pi * pj * dB_to_base10(gj) * dB_to_base10(gprime) * ...
   b * dB_to_base10(loss)))^.25 / 1000. 
%* (dB_to_base10(16)^.25)
s_at_br = pt_db + 2.0 * g + lambda_db + sigmadb - ...
   3.0 * factor - 4.0 * base10_to_dB(BR_range) - loss  
 % prepare to plot Figure 1.27
index =0;
for ran_var = .1:1:1000;
   index = index + 1;
   ran_db = base10_to_dB(ran_var * 1000.0);
   s(index) = pt_db + 2.0 * g + lambda_db + sigmadb - ...
      3.0 * factor - 4.0 * ran_db - loss + s_at_br;
   soj(index) = s_at_br - s_at_br;
end
ranvar = .1:1:1000;
%ranvar = ranvar ./BR_range;
semilogx (ranvar,s,'k',ranvar,soj,'k-.');
xlabel ('Range normalized to cross-over range');
legend ('Target echo','SOJ')
ylabel ('Relative signal or jamming amplitude - dB');
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Input file “soj_reqi.m”

% Use this input file to reproduce Fig. 1.26
clear all
pt = 50.0e+3; % peak power in Watts
g = 35.0;       % antenna gain in dB
freq = 3.6e+9;  % radar operating frequency in Hz
sigma = 10 ;  % radar cross section in m square
b = 667.0e+3;    % radar operating bandwidth in Hz
range = 20*1852;    % radar to target range
gprime = 10.0;   % radar antenna gain on jammer
loss = 0.01;     % radar losses in dB
rangej = 12*1852; % range to jammer in Km
pj = 5.0e+3;     % jammer peak power in Watts
bj = 50.0e+6;   % jammer operating bandwidth in Hz
gj = 30.0; % jammer antenna gain in dB
lossj = 0.01;    % jammer losses in dB
rangej = 12*1852; % range to jammer in Km

Listing 1.10. MATLAB Function “range_red_factor.m”
 function RRF = range_red_factor (te, pj, gj, g, freq, bj, rangej, lossj)
% This function computes the range reduction factor and produce
% plots of RRF versus wavelength, radar to jammer range, and jammer power 
c = 3.0e+8;
k = 1.38e-23;
lambda = c / freq;
gj_10 = dB_to_base10(gj);
g_10 = dB_to_base10(g);
lossj_10 = dB_to_base10(lossj);
index = 0;
for wavelength = .01:.001:1
   index = index +1;
   jamer_temp = (pj * gj_10 * g_10 *wavelength^2) / ...
      (4.0^2 * pi^2 * k * bj * lossj_10 * (rangej * 1000.0)^2);
   delta = 10.0 * log10(1.0 + (jamer_temp / te));
   rrf(index) = 10^(-delta /40.0); 
end
w = 0.01:.001:1;
figure (1)
semilogx (w,rrf,'k')
grid
xlabel ('Wavelength in meters')
ylabel ('Range reduction factor')
index = 0;
for ran =rangej*.3:1:rangej*2
   index = index + 1;
   jamer_temp = (pj * gj_10 * g_10 *wavelength^2) / ...
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      (4.0^2 * pi^2 * k * bj * lossj_10 * (ran * 1000.0)^2);
   delta = 10.0 * log10(1.0 + (jamer_temp / te));
   rrf1(index) = 10^(-delta /40.0);
end
figure(2)
ranvar = rangej*.3:1:rangej*2 ;
plot (ranvar,rrf1,'k')
grid
xlabel ('Radar to jammer range - Km')
ylabel ('Range reduction factor')
index = 0;
for pjvar = pj*.01:1:pj*2
   index = index + 1;
   jamer_temp = (pjvar * gj_10 * g_10 *wavelength^2) / ...
      (4.0^2 * pi^2 * k * bj * lossj_10 * (rangej * 1000.0)^2);
   delta = 10.0 * log10(1.0 + (jamer_temp / te));
   rrf2(index) = 10^(-delta /40.0);
end
figure(3)
pjvar = pj*.01:1:pj*2;
plot (pjvar,rrf2,'k')
grid
xlabel ('Jammer peak power - Watts')
ylabel ('Range reduction factor')

Input file “range_red_factori.m”   

% Use this input file to reproduce Fig.s 1.27 through 1.29
clear all
te = 500.0;    % radar effective temperature in Kelvin
pj = 500; % jammer peak power in W
gj = 3.0;      % jammer antenna gain in dB
g = 45.0;      % radar antenna gain
freq = 10.0e+9; % radar operating frequency in Hz
bj = 10.0e+6;   % radar operating bandwidth in Hz
rangej = 750.0; % radar to jammer range in Km
lossj = 1.0;   % jammer losses in dB

 Problems

1.1. (a) Calculate the maximum unambiguous range for a pulsed radar with 

PRF of  and ; (b) What are the corresponding PRIs?

1.2. For the same radar in Problem 1.1, assume a duty cycle of 30% and 
peak power of . Compute the average power and the amount of radiated 

energy during the first .

200Hz 750Hz

5KW

20ms
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1.3. A certain pulsed radar uses pulse width . Compute the corre-
sponding range resolution.

1.4. An X-band radar uses PRF of . Compute the unambiguous 

range, and the required bandwidth so that the range resolution is . What is 
the duty cycle?
1.5. Compute the Doppler shift associated with a closing target with veloc-
ity 100, 200, and 350 meters per second. In each case compute the time dilation 
factor. Assume that .

1.6. A certain L-band radar has center frequency , and PRF 

. What is the maximum Doppler shift that can be measured by 

this radar?
1.7. Starting with a modified version of Eq. (1.27), derive an expression for 
the Doppler shift associated with a receding target.
1.8. In reference to Fig. 1.16, compute the Doppler frequency for 

, , and . Assume that .

1.9. A pulsed radar system has a range resolution of . Assuming sinu-

soid pulses at , determine the pulse width and the corresponding band-
width.
1.10. (a) Develop an expression for the minimum PRF of a pulsed radar; (b) 
compute  for a closing target whose velocity is ; (c) what is the 

unambiguous range? Assume that .

1.11. An L-band pulsed radar is designed to have an unambiguous range of 
 and range resolution . The maximum resolvable Doppler 

frequency corresponds to . Compute the maximum required 

pulse width, the PRF, and the average transmitted power if .

1.12. Compute the aperture size for an X-band antenna at . 

Assume antenna gain .

1.13. An L-band radar (1500 MHz) uses an antenna whose gain is 
. Compute the aperture size. If the radar duty cycle is  

and the average power is , compute the power density at range 

.

1.14. For the radar described in Problem 1.13, assume the minimum detect-
able signal is . Compute the radar maximum range for 

.

τ 1µs=

3KHz

30m

λ 0.3m=

1.5GHZ

fr 10KHz=

v 150m s⁄= θa 30°= θe 15°= λ 0.1m=

30cm

45KHz

frmin
400m s⁄

λ 0.2m=

100Km ∆R 100m≤
vt etarg 350m sec⁄≤

Pt 500W=

f0 9GHz=

G 10 20 30 dB, ,=

G 30dB= dt 0.2=

25KW

R 50Km=

5dBm

σ 1.0 10.0 20.0m
2, ,=
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1.15. Consider an L-band radar with the following specifications: operating 

frequency , bandwidth , and antenna gain 

. Compute the peak power, the pulse width, and the minimum 

detectable signal for this radar. Assume target RCS , the single 

pulse SNR is , noise figure , temperature , and 

maximum range .

1.16. Repeat Example 1.4 with , , and .

1.17. Show that the DC component is the dominant spectral line for high 
PRF waveforms.

1.18. Repeat Example 1.5 with , , , 

, , and .

1.19. Consider a low PRF C-band radar operating at . The 

antenna has a circular aperture with radius . The peak power is 

 and the pulse width is . The PRF is , and 

the effective temperature is . Assume radar losses  and 

target RCS . (a) Calculate the radar’s unambiguous range; (b) cal-

culate the range  that corresponds to ; (c) calculate the SNR at 

.

1.20. The atmospheric attenuation can be included in the radar equation as 
another loss term. Consider an X-band radar whose detection range at  

includes a  atmospheric loss. Calculate the corresponding detec-
tion range with no atmospheric attenuation. 

1.21. Let the maximum unambiguous range for a low PRF radar be . 

(a) Calculate the SNR at  and . (b) If a target with 

 exists at , what should the target RCS be at 

 so that the radar has the same signal strength from both tar-

gets. 
1.22. A Milli-Meter Wave (MMW) radar has the following specifications: 
operating frequency , PRF , pulse width 

, peak power , noise figure , circular 

antenna with diameter , antenna gain , target RCS 

, system losses , radar scan time , radar angular 

f0 1500MHz= B 5MHz=

G 5000=

σ 10m
2=

15.4dB F 5dB= T0 290K=

Rmax 150Km=

Pt 1MW= G 40dB= σ 0.5m
2=

L 5dB= F 10dB= T 500K=

Ti 1.5s= dt 0.25= R 75Km=

f0 5000MHz=

2m

Pt 1MW= τ 2µs= fr 250Hz=

T0 600K= L 15dB=

σ 10m
2=

R0 SNR 0dB=

R 0.75R0=

20Km

0.25dB Km⁄

Rmax

1 2⁄( )Rmax 3 4⁄( )Rmax

σ 10m
2= R 1 2⁄( )Rmax=

R 3 4⁄( )Rmax=

f0 94GHz= fr 15KHz=

τ 0.05ms= Pt 10W= F 5dB=

D 0.254m= G 30dB=

σ 1m
2= L 8dB= Tsc 3s=
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coverage , and atmospheric attenuation . Compute the follow-

ing: (a) wavelength ; (b) range resolution ; (c) bandwidth ; (d) the SNR 

as a function of range; (e) the range for which ; (f) antenna 
beam width; (g) antenna scan rate; (h) time on target; (i) the effective maxi-
mum range when atmospheric attenuation is considered.

1.23. Repeat Example 1.5 with , , and .

1.24. Using Eq. (1.80), compute (as a function of ) the crossover 

range for the radar in Problem 1.22. Assume , , and 

.

1.25. Using Eq. (1.80), compute (as a function of ) the crossover 

range for the radar in Problem 1.22. Assume , , and 

. Assume  and . 

1.26. A certain radar is subject to interference from an SSJ jammer. Assume 
the following parameters: radar peak power , radar antenna gain 

, radar pulse width , radar losses , jammer 

power , jammer antenna gain , jammer bandwidth 

, and jammer losses . Compute the crossover range 

for a  target. 

1.27. A radar with antenna gain  is subject to a repeater jammer whose 

antenna gain is . The repeater illuminates the radar with three fourths of the 

incident power on the jammer. (a) Find an expression for the ratio between the 
power received by the jammer and the power received by the radar; (b) what is 

this ratio when  and ?

1.28. Using Fig. 1.30 derive an expression for . Assume 100% synchro-

nization between the transmitter and receiver.
1.29. An X-band airborne radar transmitter and an air-to-air missile receiver 
act as a bistatic radar system. The transmitter guides the missile toward its tar-
get by continuously illuminating the target with a CW signal. The transmitter 

has the following specifications: peak power ; antenna gain 

; operating frequency . The missile receiver has the 

following characteristics: aperture ; bandwidth ; 

200° 3dB Km⁄
λ ∆R B

SNR 15dB=

Ω 4°= σ 1m
2= R 400Km=

BJ B⁄

PJ 100W= GJ 10dB=

LJ 2dB=

BJ B⁄

PJ 200W= GJ 15dB=

LJ 2dB= G′ 12dB= RJ 25Km=

Pt 55KW=

G 30dB= τ 2µs= L 10dB=

PJ 150W= GJ 12dB=

BJ 50MHz= LJ 1dB=

5m
2

G

GJ

G GJ 200= = R λ⁄ 105=

Rr

Pt 4KW=

Gt 25dB= f0 9.5GHz=

Ar 0.01m
2= B 750Hz=
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noise figure ; and losses . Assume that the bistatic RCS is 

. Assume ; . Compute the SNR at the 

missile.

1.30. Repeat the previous problem when there is  atmospheric 
attenuation.

1.31. Consider an antenna with a  pattern. Let , 

where  is the antenna radius,  is the wavelength, and  is the off-boresight 

angle. Derive Eq. (1.100). Hint: Assume small , and expand  as an 
infinite series.
1.32. Compute the amount of antenna pattern loss for a phased array 
antenna whose two-way pattern is approximated by

 

where  is the  beam width. Assume circular symmetry.

1.33. A certain radar has a range gate size of . Due to range gate strad-
dle, the envelope of a received pulse can be approximated by a triangular 
spread over three range bins. A target is detected in range bin 90. You need to 
find the exact target position with respect to the center of the range cell. (a) 
Develop an algorithm to determine the position of a target with respect to the 
center of the cell; (b) assuming that the early, on, and late measurements are, 
respectively, equal to , , and , compute the exact target position.

1.34. Compute the amount of Doppler filter straddle loss for the filter 
defined by

 

Assume half-power frequency  and crossover frequency
.

F 7dB= Lr 2dB=

σB 3m
2= Rr 35Km= Rt 17Km=

0.1dB Km⁄

xsin x⁄ x πr θsin( ) λ⁄=

r λ θ
x xsin x⁄

f y( ) 2 2 y θ3dB⁄( )2ln–( )exp[ ]
4

=

θ3dB 3dB

30m

4 6⁄ 5 6⁄ 1 6⁄

H f( ) 1

1 a
2
f
2+

-------------------=

f3dB 500Hz=
fc 350Hz=
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